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Several radioisotopes used in either in conventional Nuclear Medicine and PET can be produced in a cyclotron.
Some processes are widely used, like routine clinical oriented production of 18F, 11C or 13N.
In recent years an increasing interest in non-conventional emitters, particularly metals, in a response to their
expanding use for both molecular imaging and therapeutic applications, has been obseved. Several studies
have thus investigated the potential use of a wide range of radiometals discussing their basic physicochemical
properties such as half-life, range, decay properties as well as dosimetric considerations. Furthermore, it is
fundamental to investigate and optimize the possible production techniques using common commercially
available cyclotrons and synthesis modules to insure that all clinical and research applications are fulfilled.
Recently, important achievements regarding cyclotron production of radioisotopes have been reported, in two
main fields: cyclotron production of 99mTc using a solid target; and production of 68Ga by the irradiation of liquid
targets, in a whole methodological approach involving fully automated separation and purification systems.
Main aspects involved in the use of the so-called solution (“liquid”) targets for radiometal production possess
significant benefits when compared to conventional (“solid”) production. Processes in terms of reliability,
purification and labelling time and significant reduction or even elimination of the pre- and post-irradiation
target preparation and handling issues shall be addressed.
A brief review of possible production routes will be presented for these particular radionuclides in order to
compare with the new approaches, emphasizing the improvements and gains obtained, including costreduction and the opportunity to perform consecutive synthesis.
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